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you can use the “official” server - for those who wish to play
with a friend without risking their account. this is a dedicated
server for war thunder which is hosted by game4free. the
server is very popular and has many players. you can find
more information about the official servers in the help center.
you can also use this server, if you are not able to make a
connection with the official server. for the lovers of drone wars
war thunder has the drone fight mode, where players face a
drone pilot in a war thunder scenario. the drone pilot is also a
opponent in the game, which is a good way to practice and
learn about being a drone pilot. the best part about the drone
fight mode is that you can switch the view to a top-down
position, so you can see what the drone pilot is actually seeing.
how to get the best deal on war thunder gold and gold plus
points the gold and gold plus points are the premium
currencies of war thunder. the more points, the better the
bonus. the standard bonus is added to the gold points. the
gold points you have will determine your bonus. this is the
amount of gold that you are given for free. there are several
ways to increase your gold points. the first and simplest way is
to play war thunder. points are accumulated by the number of
battles you play. you are also given more points for every
premium tank you own. the second way is to buy war thunder
gold. there are several gold selling websites that you can go to
and make a purchase. to get the best price, you should buy
gold from the website that offers the cheapest price.
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war thunder is a free-to-play game, which means that players
are able to enjoy all of the game's features without having to

spend real money on it. since the game is free to play, it's
important to keep in mind that most of the game's features

will be restricted in a number of ways and that the free-to-play
model is very different from the one used by some other

games, such as world of warcraft. for example, a player will
always be able to play the game and all the features it

contains, but many of the features they might see for free may
not be entirely functional or available all the time. this is of

course a trade-off in order to keep the game free to play, but
the nature of the free-to-play model has to be understood.

some players may be afraid to purchase some of the in-game
items as this may restrict their experience in the game. it is

also important to remember that players can always play the
game on a free trial without having to purchase anything at all.
war thunder is a free-to-play game, which means that players
are able to enjoy all of the game's features without having to

spend real money on it. since the game is free to play, it's
important to keep in mind that most of the game's features

will be restricted in a number of ways and that the free-to-play
model is very different from the one used by some other

games, such as world of warcraft. caster also makes a special
emphasis on the role of the maps in war thunder. in war

thunder's game mode, the user is connected to a server and
can create, manage and join battles on various servers. the

user's abilities and equipment, as well as the map, are saved
for each of these servers. this makes the game experience

unique for each user. maps can be edited by the players and
made as they like. every map has its own look, and players
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can use their creativity to change the map. it's up to the
player, not the developer. 5ec8ef588b
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